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PRESS RELEASE 
 

H12 City Hub, Wuhan –  

Stimulating art, highly personalized service, and world-class shopping in one 
CBD location 

 
29 October 2018, Hong Kong: H12 (HK) Ltd. and Wuhan CBD Investment Development Co., Ltd. 

announced the cooperation to create a leading urban arts and lifestyle hotel project, the H12 City Hub Wuhan. 

The hotel is part of the Huafa Group City Hub Project developed by Wuhan CBD Investment Development 

Co., Ltd. in the core zone of financial area and CBD of Wuhan.  The project consists of office building, high-

end boutique hotel, BLOCK street commercial zone, SOHO Innovation and exquisite luxurious apartments.  

H12 City Hub Wuhan extends over the top 3 floors of Huafa City Hub Residence T1 Tower.  The H12 will 

consist of 46 unique and playful rooms and suits from 46 to 120 square meters.  The Artists in Residence 

program, changing gallery exhibitions with artists from around the world, together with world-class DJs, a 

cigar lounge, an upscale sky bar, and a maze of rooftop gardens will create a new landmark for Wuhan’s art 

and hotel scene. 

 

“We have always been excited about developing hotels in Central China. Following the signing of the H12 

Long Life Valley, close to Wuhan, we are very pleased to find another perfect partner here, Wuhan CBD 

Investment Development Co., Ltd., who shares our vision of “Art of Life” hotels. We expect to open the H12 

City Hub Wuhan by the first quarter of 2020, and set a unique standard of ‘New Luxury’ art and lifestyle 

hotels in Wuhan.” says Walter Junger, Founder and CEO of H12. 

 

H12 City Hub, Wuhan 

As a strategic new first tier city in China, Wuhan has become the most attractive city for investment in central 

China, as it is on the backbone of the Yangtze River Economic Belt, the central city of the country, the heart 

of the high-speed railway, and the raising economic star of the central region.  Additionally, in August 2017, 

Wuhan Tianhe International Airport opened the third terminal, which is now the largest airport terminal in 

the Central China region.   

 

Huafa City Hub sits right on top of the intersection of the double-axis of Wuhan CBD and the golden financial 
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and commercial district, with an overall development area of 520,000 square meters.  It is a multi-element 

complex including commercial streets & shopping mall, office building, furnished residences and boutique 

hotel. 

 
The closest metro station is only about 200 meters away, and it takes less than 30 minutes to get to Wuhan 

Tianhe International Airport by train. The check-in terminal lies directly across the street from the City Hub 

development, therefore H12 hotel guests can enjoy this unrivalled city center location. 

 

Mrs. LENG Ying, the General Manager of Wuhan CBD Investment Development Co., Limited says, "Huafa 

City Hub is committed to creating the most iconic ‘Artistic Hip District’ in Wuhan, and has been selecting our 

partners according to our strict standards. H12 has this unique flair, culture and arts originating from Austria, 

and is a flagship of the new luxury hotel era, winning numerous praises from the market. In our view, H12 

does not only have high-quality hotel products and management standards, but also has a new 

understanding of art and life. Choosing H12 allows the enrichment of ‘art, quality, and inspiration’ DNA in 

this project.  H12, in our project, is not just a hotel, but also an ‘Art of Life platform’. Through its art hardware 

and soft services, it will bring more cross-discipline ‘Art+’ power to the project.” 

  

H12 stands for new luxury and has gained much recognition not only from our worldwide guests but from 

the industry itself. Walter Junger, founder and CEO of H12 commented after the signing ceremony: “In order 

to fulfill our brand standard, we insist on selecting partners with the same ethics. Today, I am very happy to 

have found our perfect complement in Wuhan CBD Investment Development Co., Ltd. -represented through 

Mrs. LENG Ying. Her team is going to create, together with our hospitality professionals and worldwide artists, 

this most exquisite hotel project in Wuhan. 

 
About H12 

H12 is a global collection of art and lifestyle hotels that was created with the idea of putting “a bed into an 

art gallery”. H12 works with a concept story of 12 local and international artists for each of its iconic 

properties to create a “Glocal” atmosphere and a stimulating experience. H12 stands for new luxury. No 

pompous marble lobbies and no crystal chandeliers unless hanging from a tree for a romantic dinner for two. 

The locations are remote & spectacular or urban & iconic. The joint venture company, H12 (HK) Ltd. was 

established in 2014, and its head quarter was set-up in Hong Kong. At the same time, regional offices were 

opened in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Berlin and Nairobi. Since then, sixteen management contracts and 

investment partnerships have been signed across four continents. 
 

About Wuhan CBD Investment Development Co., Ltd. 

Wuhan CBD Investment Development Co., Ltd. was established jointly by Zhuhai Haufa Holdings (600325) 

and Wuhan Zhong Cheng Property.  

 

Huafa Holdings is the leading state-owned enterprise originating from Zhuhai and is a renowned 

comprehensive corporation in China. In the past 36 years, the company has been following its philosophy of 

“Pursuit of perfection after another perfection”, and delivering outstanding projects to the fellow citizens.  

The total development area done by Huafa is over 10 million square meters, such as crafting the Zhuhai 

benchmark living zone, developing Da Hengqin District, taking the role of Zhuhai city signature projects 

constructions, leading the Zhuhai high-end business, etc, making Huafa Holdings fittingly known as the 

"Zhuhai city operator". The company has successfully established operations in Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan, 

Guangzhou, Chengdu, Chongqing, Zhongshan, Shenyang, Dalian, Nanning, Baotou, Weihai, Hong Kong, 

Macau, and the United States. 

 

The second partner Zhongcheng Real Estate is affiliated to Wuhan CBD Investment Holding Group Limited, 

a large-scale Grade A comprehensive enterprise group under the direct management of Wuhan State-owned 

Assets Management Commission. In the past 20 years, it has been committed to the urban renewal, land 

management, municipal construction, investment attraction, etc. of Wuhan commercial and business district. 

Zhongcheng Real Estate follows the corporate tenet and development concept of “Creating a city impression 

and building a future life”.  It constructs a perfect social industry service chain with various sectors’ modules 

such as urban architecture, social enterprises, top-quality education, green-planning, and overseas real 

estate. In addition, Zhongcheng Real Estate expands its business into the tourism of ecological farming and 

culture, to push forward the spiritual and civilization development in the process of urbanization.  This does 

not only lead to a positive development in material and spiritual civilization together, but also making 

Zhongcheng an important facilitator in the urbanization process in China. 
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About Plateno Group 

Plateno Group is one of the most influential and innovative customer-centric companies in China. The group 

owns the 7 Days Inn hotel brand which was launched in 2005. 7 Days Inn accounted for the bulk of the 

revenues until 2013, when the group launched its first luxury hotels in China. In 2015, after merging with 

Jin Jiang International Hotel Group, this partnership owns and manages over 640,000 room keys in close to 

10,000 hotels in over 300 destinations, which spans across 55 countries. Its loyalty club has over 100 million 

members. The group is now the largest hotel company in Asia and the second largest hotel company in the 

world. 

 

In 2016, the H12 (HK) Limited has set up the Lifestyle Lab, the high-end brand chain that aims to cater to 

upscale guests who are seeking diverse and exclusive hotel living experiences. The lifestyle Lab now includes 

the hotel brands H12, Ameron and WILD. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
For further inquiry and high-resolution photos please contact: 

Ingrid Chan 
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